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Abstract – A filter is an essential tool of digital signal

convolving input signal to corresponding filter response,
which is given as:

processing. Since, finite impulse response (FIR) filters have
property such as: linearity and stability, hence FIR filters are
more favorable than infinite impulse response (IIR) filters.
However, large filter order makes computational complexity
high. For low computational complexity with linear phase
property, interpolated infinite impulse response (IFIR) filters
are used. This research paper explores the performance of IFIR
filters in terms of computational cost reduction (CR) and
overall filter response. Two stages IFIR filter has been designed
to improve the computational complexity implementation of
Uniform M-channel filter bank has been done by using single
stage and two stages IFIR prototype filter.

VK(z) = (z)HK(z)
The output signal can be expressed as:
Y(z) =

……..(1)
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1.INTRODUCTION
This paper includes the mathematical analysis of twochannel and M-channel filter bank with brief introduction.
The designing of uniform M-channel filter bank has been
done by single stage and two stage IFIR prototype filter to
obtain greater value of CR. The basic steps to design single
stage and two stage IFIR filter are given in section 1.3. For
achieving PR or NPR condition, a suitable optimization
algorithm is used by calculating filters coefficients. After
designing filter bank with single stage IFIR filter, further
improvement in computational cost by using two stages IFIR
prototype filter. Different window functions have been used
to design digital filter and the results are evaluated in terms
of aliasing error, amplitude error, reconstruction error,
computational cost reduction, number of iterations and
computational time.

Figure: Non-uniform tree structured M-channel filter
bank

1.2 Optimization of Prototype Filter
After designing prototype filter, a suitable optimization
technique has been used to achieve perfect or nearly perfect
reconstruction condition. In this Chapter, optimization of
cutoff frequency of model filter has been done by means of
calculating the coefficients IFIR prototype filter. The steps of
optimization of IFIR prototype filter have been presented by
block diagram, depicted in Fig.1. After optimization of
prototype filter, all the analysis and synthesis filters are
derived from a single prototype filter. In M-band cosine
modulated filter bank, the PR condition can be achieved, if
Eq. 1 is satisfied. By solving this equation, at the value of ω is
equal to π/2M, and then it leads to Eq. 2.

1.1 M-channel Filter Bank
In M-channel filter bank, input signal decomposes into M
number of frequency bands and then these signals are
processed separately. M-channel filter bank is further
characterized into two types: uniform M-channel filter bank
and non-uniform M-channel filter bank. In M-channel
uniform filter bank, input signal is divided into M number of
frequency bands which have same bandwidth. The block
diagram of M-channel filter bank, where HK (z) denotes
analysis filter and GK (z) denotes synthesis filter. The
mathematical analysis is given below. Expression of the
reconstructed signal is obtained by ignoring the coding and
quantization errors. Expression of vK (n) is achieved by
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│H0(ejѠ)│2+│H0(ej(Ѡ-π/M)│2=1, for 0<Ѡ<π/M
│H0(ejπ/2M)│=0.707…………………………………..(2)
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Figure : Response of (a) IFIR filter with Kaiser window,(b)
Reconstruction error in dB and(c) magnitude response of 32channel filter bank with by single stage IFIR filter bank
Kaiser window: Aliasing error = 3.077×105,
reconstruction error = 9.30×103, % computational cost
reduction =43.50

Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed algorithm

2. Results and discussions

Blackman window: Aliasing error = 5.213×105,
reconstruction error = 6.700×103, % computational cost
reduction = 43.50

This Section presents comparative analysis of proposed
algorithm with other existing algorithms with the help of
examples and tabular results. The performance of
proposed algorithm is evaluated in terms of significant
parameters listed below:
Computational cost reduction (%CR)


Computational cost reduction (%CR)
%(CR) =

 Amplitude distortion(еam)

eam=max(1-│T0(ejѠ│)
 The worst case aliasing distortion(ea)
ea=max(T1(ejѠ)) for є[0,π], ω1≤l≤M-1
Example: In this example, 32-band filter bank has been
designed by using single stage IFIR prototype filter. The
designing of model and interpolator filter has been done
using Blackman window function for a given stop band
attenuation (As) = 85dB, pass band frequency (ωp) = π/4M
with stop band edge at π/M.
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Figure : Response of (a) IFIR filter with Blackman window,(b)
Reconstruction error in dB and (c) Magnitude response of 32channel filter bank with by single stage IFIR filter bank.
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2.2 Iterative Algorithm

Simulated results of 32-channel filter bank have been
presented in Figs. 16 and 17 by using Kaiser and
Blackman Kaiser Window function, respectively.
These figures show response of single stage IFIR filter,
reconstruction error and analysis filter bank designed
with single stage IFIR filter bank. Various examples
have been taken to examine the response of IFIR filter
for designing filter and filter bank .From these fidelity
parameters and simulated results; it has been found
that the prototype filter design by IFIR filter gives
significant value of computational cost reduction with
excellent values of reconstruction and aliasing error.
For greater value of L, the computational cost
reduction is also higher.

After designing two stages IFIR filter, optimization of
prototype filter has been done by calculating the
coefficients of prototype filter. After optimization of
prototype filter, all analysis and synthesis filters are
derived by applying cosine modulated technique. The
steps of optimization of two stages IFIR prototype
filter are:
1. Specify normalized pass band edge frequency (
wp ) stop band edge frequency ( ws ), and stop band
attenuation ( As ), step size (step), tolerance (To l).
2. Select, and ideal magnitude response
(MR=0.707).

2.1 Two Stages IFIR Filter

3. Calculate the order of filter all specifications of
model and interpolator filter ( wpm , wsm , wpi , wsi ,
Nm , Ni ) using given specifications and L.

Single stage IFIR filter has been discussed in Chapter
1. The main aim of IFIR filter is to reduce the
computational complexity, by using up-sampling
process. The structure of single stage IFIR filter is has
only one up-sampling factor. If the value of up
sampling factor is more, than large ordered
interpolator filter is required, which introduce high
computational complexity, thus to reduce
computational complexity two stages IFIR is used. In
two stages IFIR filter instead of single up-sampling
factor, two up sampling factors are used.

4. Design two stages IFIR filter by using above steps
1 to 7.
5. Calculate the magnitude response of designed
IFIR filter (MRD) at 3dB cut of frequency (w )=p /2M
and value of error (Err=MR-MRD).
6. Check if error is within the to l level or not.
(a)If No, Then compare the value of MRD with MR
and accordingly cutoff frequency is varied using the
step
i. If MR >MRD, then increase wcm = wcm + step .

Figure : Two stages IFIR structure

ii. Otherwise wcm = wcm - step.

The designing steps of two stages IFIR filter has been
written below:

(b) If yes, then, design the other filters by applying
cosine modulation technique.

Step 1: Specify As , wp and wi .

7. Redesign the IFIR prototype filter by redesigning
model filter using new wcm on same order. Calculate
MRD and also Error.

Step 2: Calculate N, L, wp wpi wsi Nm and Ni .
Step 3: Design model filter.

8. Increment the counter by 1 and Step=step /2

Step 4: Up sample model filter by L.
Step 5: Select second up sample factor (L1)
Step 6: Calculate specifications of first and second
interpolator filter ( wpi1 ,wsi1 ,wpi2 , wsi2 , Ni1 ,Ni2 ) with
L2, wpi wsi
Step 7: Convolve first interpolator filter with second
interpolator filter
Step 8: Convolve model filter with resultant
interpolator filter.
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3.CONCLUSIONS
In this Paper, designing of digital filter and filter bank has
been done using IFIR prototype filter. With the help of above
examples, tabular results and above discussion on simulated
results, this can be concluded that, IFIR filter is an efficient
filter, which can be used as prototype filter for nearly perfect
reconstruction cosine modulated filter bank, which provides
significant reduction of computational cost. In this Chapter,
more significant improvement in computational cost and
SLFOR of prototype filter has been achieved by introducing
two stages IFIR technique for designing prototype filter. The
simulated responses and fidelity parameters of table show
that two stages IFIR filter gives up to 82 % of computational
cost reduction. Single stage and two stages IFIR filter can be
used to design non uniform filter bank or Trans multiplexer.
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